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in response to this threat the avatar (pictured
above) is whisked away to a hidden valley where
he is trained to become an airbender. when he
returns to the world, he will need to master his

power as the united republic of nations army are
set upon, in an attempt to take back the fire

nation's lost technology. in the original american
release of the show, there were four volumes

released: the avatar and the firelord, the avatar
and the firelord, the avatar and the firelord, and
the avatar and the firelord. a fifth volume was

released in india, however, and the first four went
out of print in the us. the fifth volume included

extra material such as a story arc on ozai's sigil,
but the extra chapters were removed in the us

release. although this show is based in the realm
of fantasy, it is set in a real world. the original plot
of the show was planned as a four-part story arc
(volume 1-4) with a five-part prequel and a two-
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part finale. first published in 2005, the main
series has been published and printed in the us

since 2006. this story took an indefinite hiatus in
2008. viacom signed a programming deal withsun
networkin 2007 according to which nickelodeon

shows will air onchutti tvdubbed in tamil and
telugu. this deal was later cancelled when

nickelodeon decided to add tamil and telugu
language tracks to their own channel. we want

the old cartoons and animes back on chutti tv.in
our childhood days we enjoyed by watching the
good shows in our own tamil language on chutti

(for example : avatar the last avatar the last
airbender, jumanji animated series, bandolero,

super suji(bibi blocksberg), crazy jesse, george of
the jungle animated series, cedric, godzilla: the
series, etc..). nowadays cartoons are not that

much better than the old cartoons.we dont ask to
telecast all these shows atleast try to telecast any
of these shows instead of any present shows.we

hope you accept our request.thank you
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actions speak louder than words : nice words are
spoken, but in reality there is something more
beneath the words : don't get fooled : could be
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fake or could be true. what makes it difficult to
read from the outside is the fact that you can

never tell from this outside view. you always need
to listen to the inside view to know whether it is
real or fake. actions speak louder than words :
nice words are spoken, but in reality there is

something more beneath the words : don't get
fooled : could be fake or could be true. what

makes it difficult to read from the outside is the
fact that you can never tell from this outside

view. the series was originally broadcast in tamil
on sunday at 4.30 pm (7 pm singapore) on sun tv

from 2007 to 2012. sun tv has now stopped
broadcasting the show and nickelodeon has

launched a facebook page where fans can voice
their opinions and make fun of each other. the
original show is broadcast in tamil as chutti has
licensed rights to run the show in tamil. all tamil
dubbed episodes now air on viacom18. the series
is broadcast in tamil on sun tv. in india, the series
is broadcast on the tamil-language channel, sun

tv. the series is also being broadcast on tv5,
disney channel, fox international channels, etv,
jetix, netflix, animax, channel [v] and the box in

various other countries. in india, it was broadcast
on sun tv. the series is closely based on the book
by michael dante dimartino and bryan konietzko,

published in 1997, the animated series was
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broadcast in tamil on chutti tv in 2007 and also
on sun tv in 2008. the character designs were

based on the first season of the animated series.
the film is loosely based on the book, but adds a

few original elements, notably a love triangle
involving the avatar's three main friends.
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